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For 2022 we start with Econometrics ch 2-3 and then starting with ch 4 of Econometrics;  we integrate materials from Probability as needed. Much of what is covered in Probability is covered in Econometrics though in a bit less detail. See slide 4 for url.



What we are doing this semester

Goal is to give you a reasonably deep understanding of inference, the
linear model and some extensions
Preparatory to Q2 on causality - no causality in Q1
(purely a division of labor issue, causality is critical)
Preparatory to Q3 which is Bayesian and MCMC
Here we just do likelihood, which is building block for Q3 and method
of moments
So approach is classical
Again, just a division of labor
NOTE: Bayes rule, which you covered, is mathematically trivial and
NOT controversial
Focus on basics though at end do some more things like limited
dependent variables
No time series and other related issues
You will learn to use R
Lots of simulations
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Details

Classes T 10-12 and Th 11-12
Lab F 2-4 with Justin in 217
Overheads from 2020 with some minor edits, note last year was 4
hours a week, but with zoom, this year 3 hours
With loss of an hour, please be prompt
Planned overheads in advance on Brightspace, actual overheads
posted after class as well as link to zoom video
Division of labor: all R stu↵ in lab (Justin is much better at R than I
am)
Grading: Homeworks, midterm (though probability book of Hansen,
final (Hansen Econometrics with a bit of Cameron and Trivedi for
more specialized stu↵ not covered by Hansen)
Don’t worry about assignment of grades, just work hard
Homeworks important - you can chat with each other but each of you
should do
All details, hws, etc on Brighspace
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First part of course

We do a lot but not all of Hansen

Assume from math camp you know univariate distributions (though
ch 2)

Ch 3 is just a list of distributions - some we use now, some we
introduce when needed, some we won’t use
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To find most recent version of Hansen go to his web page Wisconsin Economics and look at his Econometrics draft (in 2022 we being with that, use Probability a bit later but most of what we need from Probability is in the Econometrics draft. 
https://www.ssc.wisc.edu/~bhansen/econometrics/Econometrics.pdf



What we do in Hansen - 1
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What we do in Hansen- 2
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What we do in Hansen - 3
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What we do in Hansen- 4
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What we do in Hansen - 5
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What we do in Hansen- 6
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What we do in Hansen- 7
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What we do in Hansen - 8
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What we do in Hansen- 9
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What we do in Hansen- 10
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After that to end of probability text, midterm after all this

Skip 9 for sure

10 and 11 on methods: moments and maximum likelihood

12 lightly and only first part of chapter

13 and 14 on testing on confidence intervals

15 and 16 I sadly give to Q3

17 and 18 skip
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